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About

Dear Parents, 
 
As someone who cares deeply about education and 
career guidance, I have been actively mentoring both 
individual students and educational institutions since 
2010.  
 
In working with thousands of students in a one-to-one 
manner, I have gained strong insights into the mind of 
the Indian teenager – their hopes, aspirations, 
shortcoming and attitudes. At the same time, from 
across the desk, I’ve gotten to learn about the 
admissions process from the eyes of an admissions 
officer. 
 
As your family embark on your own journey, I hope this 
booklet will act as a wonderful primer for you. In it, I 
have summarized my key learnings and counsel. While 
each student needs to be coached as an individual, 
enlisted in the following pages are some common 
insights and data that almost everyone needs to know.  
 
May the Career Gods smile upon you! 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Neeraj Mandhana 
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Within my IBDP, I pursued Business Management at the higher level and further went for deep analysis and took it as my Extended 
Essay. Through this detailed research, I am discovering out the importance of business ethics, which I find to be essential in today's 
business conditions. I am also studying Environmental Systems and Societies. Both these experiences have helped me internalize 
how important the word ‘Sustainability’ is in the world that’s upon us, both from a business perspective, as well as socio-political. 
 
A recent internship at SARK industries India, a local plastic injection manufacturer, helped me gain valuable practical insights into the 
mind of business managers and how they function on a daily basis. My assigned tasks involved communicating with the workers, 
understanding the firms marketing strategy and observing the production process closely. Through this process I came to appreciate 
the importance of measuring progress at every stage of the business, and how change can only be bought about when the firm has a 
strong grasp of the on-ground numbers. I even had the privilege to witness an annual board meeting at SARK industries, which gave 
me insights into how business leaders make decisions and communicate that with both the internal and the external world. 
Conversations with people at multiple points within the office hierarchy helped me discover the priority that people attached to 
sustainability. Reading books on the topic such as The Green New Deal, Hot, Flat & Crowded, Superpower, have given me unique 
insights into the cutting-edge thinking that's going on in the world of greening business right now. 
 
At school, I was selected as the Vice House Captain for three consecutive years. I have learnt how to always upheld my duties and 
raised my confidence in leading a group and monitoring young students under me. I am a proud and energetic part of Sea Cadet 
Corps, holding the rank of a junior cadet. This helped turn me into a responsible person and learn the standards of conduct required to 
do a task. I am passionate about badminton and played the inter-house level, winning a silver medal. These sports have taught me the 
importance of teamwork and dedication required to finish a task. I was a part of a green awareness campaign, where we made and 
distributed handmade paper bags to help reduce the use of plastic. This along with various charity trips, that helped me gain self-
awareness, and my constant effort in sports has allowed me to achieve a silver medal for IAYP (DofE). As an avid reader, I also read 
books on leadership, self-development and the biographies of successful leaders, and Jobs by Walter Issacson has had a profound 
impact on the way I think about my career planning. 
 
Studying at an international residential school in recent years has been a challenging yet helpful experience. It has catalyzed my 
management ability, maturity level, self-confidence and exposed me to a diverse array of people from all over India and the world. I 
believe this experience of living away from home has prepared me well for the next chapter of my life, at University away from India. 
 
The UK is a world-leader in sustainable business practices, and this attracts me to pursue my education there. Several of my cousins 
have pursued their undergraduate education in the UK. Conversations with them across the years have given me firsthand insights 
into ‘Uni Life’. I am ambitious, hard working, self-managed, responsible, a decent time manager and I believe these traits will help me 
thrive at University in the UK. 
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Every time I have a fight with my sister or my friends, I lock the room and start solving math puzzles. Every time some says 
something is improper, I think of 4/3. Every time something tells me they have mixed feeling about something, I think of 3 ½, 2 ⅗, 5 
⅗ and so on. Every time someone from our soccer group shouts that they were outnumbered, instead of ganging up on the 
opposition, my mind would race to think like Pi, square root of 2, and Infinity like numbers! 
 
That is to say, that many a times when I am stressed, I sit down to solve math puzzles, it brings me to ease and gives me time to 
reflect. At the end, it helps me deal with all the feelings that bothered me in a better way. Math is this one subject which will surely 
crack your mind after a point but, unlike any other human oriented scenario, it will surely have a solution to the issue without 
causing too much of “drama”. The simplest topics like polynomials also have various solutions. Some may find the factor method 
to be easy while others may just stick to the long division method. It gives you a platform where you can process your mind in as 
many directions as you want. For me, it gives me the scope to be creative in each and every question. More than that, it is an 
area where you can try all sorts of ways to solve it without any obstruction. 
 
Even in school, I had always been looking forward to the “Math Mela” (Math Fair). I am pretty sure there was no one as hyped as I 
was around that time. It was a platform that let me showcase my numerical creativity. It also gave me a chance to try to make 
“non-math lovers” start appreciating math in their life. ‘Math Bingo’ is honestly one of the must play games for me. This game is 
super close to my heart because when I came up with this idea, everyone loved it and it became a trend at my school. In fact, 
even the current math melas have the game still going on. This game actually helped me make friends and socialize. 
 
During my exams, it was the only subject that gave me the least amount of stress. When no other subject fell in place, it was 
something I could turn to and it would actually give me a “brain break” which let me regain my energy to study all the theoretical 
subjects again. 
 
Over the years, everyone from my math teachers at school, to my father at home, to the great Google, and the umpteen number 
of books that I have at home have been my math teachers. Recently, I also completed some math courses on an online platform 
called edX, and they have me a very ‘real’ insight into the world of Math at University. But, above and beyond all else, my greatest 
math teacher has been Anirudh Mahale, my cousin who is currently pursuing a PhD at Caltech in ‘Rough Linear and Multilinear 
Pseudodifferential Operators’. 
 
So, do numbers have emotions? I don’t really know about it, but they can surely connect emotionally with humans. It can have an 
emotional impact and at times the impact can be much more than what actual words can do. It did on me.  Math and I share a 
very positive relationship. One of its major takeaways is that every problem does have a solution, ‘not only in math but also in life.’ 
Oh, and by the way, did you know what the square root of -shit squared it? ‘Shit Got Real’, and there in a nutshell is exactly how I 
feel when I just do math! 
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Category Name Website 

College Review Niche www.niche.com 

College Review US News www.usnews.com 

College Review CampusReel www.campusreel.org 

College Review College Confidential www.collegeconfidential.com 

College Review WhatUni www.whatuni.com 

Standardized Testing Collegeboard www.collegeboard.org 

Standardized Testing ACT www.act.org 

Standardized Testing Duolingo English Test englishtest.duolingo.com 

Standardized Testing TOEFL www.ets.org/toefl 

Standardized Testing IELTS www.ielts.org 

Standardized Testing UCAT (UK) www.ucat.ac.uk 

Standardized Testing LNAT (UK) lnat.ac.uk 

Standardized Testing Cambridge Assessments (UK) www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk 

Scholarships The Next Genius Foundation www.next-genius.com 

Scholarships Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) studentaid.gov 

Scholarships CSS Profile cssprofile.collegeboard.org 

Scholarships Jeff Levy & Jennie Kent  
(US Financial Aid Data) 

www.bigjeducationalconsulting.com/resources 
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